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All 8s Starting O-  

OAFISHLY AFHILOSY OAF, clumsy, stupid person [adv] 

OAKINESS AEIKNOSS quality or state of being oaky [n -ES] 

OARLOCKS ACKLOORS OARLOCK, device for holding oar in place [n] 

OATCAKES AACEKOST OATCAKE, cake made of oatmeal [n] 

OATMEALS AAELMOST OATMEAL, meal made from oats [n]outliner 

OBDURACY ABCDORUY quality or instance of being obdurate [n -CIES] 

OBDURATE ABDEORTU stubborn (unyielding (not yielding (yield))) [adj] 

OBEAHISM ABEHIMOS use of obeah (form of sorcery of African origin) [n -S] 

OBEDIENT BDEEINOT obeying or willing to obey [adj] 

OBEISANT ABEINOST showing reverence or respect [adj] 

OBELISED BDEEILOS OBELISE, to obelize (to mark with obelus) [v] 

OBELISES BEEILOSS OBELISE, to obelize (to mark with obelus) [v] 

OBELISKS BEIKLOSS OBELISK, four-sided shaft of stone with pyramidal top [n] 

OBELISMS BEILMOSS OBELISM, act of obelizing (to mark with obelus) [n] 

OBELIZED BDEEILOZ OBELIZE, to mark with obelus [v] 

OBELIZES BEEILOSZ OBELIZE, to mark with obelus [v] 

OBEYABLE ABBEELOY OBEY, to follow commands or guidance of [adj] 

OBITUARY ABIORTUY published notice of death [n -RIES] 

OBJECTED BCDEEJOT OBJECT, to argue in opposition [v] 

OBJECTOR BCEJOORT one that objects (to argue in opposition) [n -S] 

OBLATELY ABELLOTY elliptically (in elliptical manner) [adv] 

OBLATION ABILNOOT act of making religious offering [n -S] 

OBLATORY ABLOORTY OBLATION, act of making religious offering [adj] 

OBLIGATE ABEGILOT to oblige (to put in one's debt by favor or service) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OBLIGATI ABGIILOT OBLIGATO, important musical part [n] 

OBLIGATO ABGILOOT important musical part [n -TI, -S] 

OBLIGEES BEEGILOS OBLIGEE, one that is obliged [n] 

OBLIGERS BEGILORS OBLIGER, one that obliges (to put in one's debt by favor or service) [n] 

OBLIGING BGGIILNO OBLIGE, to put in one's debt by favor or service [v] 

OBLIGORS BGILOORS OBLIGOR, one who places himself under legal obligation [n] 

OBLIQUED BDEILOQU OBLIQUE, to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical) [v] 

OBLIQUES BEILOQSU OBLIQUE, to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical) [v] 

OBLIVION BIILNOOV state of being forgotten; act of forgetting [n -S] 

OBLONGLY BGLLNOOY in oblong manner [adv] 

OBSCENER BCEENORS OBSCENE, indecent (not decent) [adj] 

OBSCURED BCDEORSU OBSCURE, to make obscure [v] 

OBSCURER BCEORRSU OBSCURE, dark or indistinct [adj] 

OBSCURES BCEORSSU OBSCURE, to make obscure [v] 

OBSERVED BDEEORSV OBSERVE, to look attentively [v] 

OBSERVER BEEORRSV one that observes (to look attentively) [n -S] 

OBSERVES BEEORSSV OBSERVE, to look attentively [v] 

OBSESSED BDEEOSSS OBSESS, to dominate thoughts of [v] 

OBSESSES BEEOSSSS OBSESS, to dominate thoughts of [v] 

OBSESSOR BEOORSSS something that obsesses (to dominate thoughts of) [n -S] 

OBSIDIAN ABDIINOS volcanic glass [n -S] 

OBSOLETE BEELOOST to make out-of-date [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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OBSTACLE ABCELOST something that obstructs (to get in way of) [n -S] 

OBSTRUCT BCORSTTU to get in way of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OBTAINED ABDEINOT OBTAIN, to gain possession of [v] 

OBTAINER ABEINORT one that obtains (to gain possession of) [n -S] 

OBTECTED BCDEEOTT obtect (covered by hardened secretion) [adj] 

OBTESTED BDEEOSTT OBTEST, to beseech (to implore (to beg for urgently)) [v] 

OBTRUDED BDDEORTU OBTRUDE, to thrust forward [v] 

OBTRUDER BDEORRTU one that obtrudes (to thrust forward) [n -S] 

OBTRUDES BDEORSTU OBTRUDE, to thrust forward [v] 

OBTUNDED BDDENOTU OBTUND, to deaden (to diminish sensitivity or vigor of) [v] 

OBTURATE ABEORTTU to close or stop up [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OBTUSELY BELOSTUY OBTUSE, dull (mentally slow) [adv] 

OBTUSEST BEOSSTTU OBTUSE, dull (mentally slow) [adj] 

OBTUSITY BIOSTTUY state of being obtuse (dull (mentally slow)) [n -TIES] 

OBVERSES BEEORSSV OBVERSE, side of coin bearing main design [n] 

OBVERTED BDEEORTV OBVERT, to turn so as to show different surface [v] 

OBVIABLE ABBEILOV OBVIATE, to prevent or eliminate by effective measures [adj] 

OBVIATED ABDEIOTV OBVIATE, to prevent or eliminate by effective measures [v] 

OBVIATES ABEIOSTV OBVIATE, to prevent or eliminate by effective measures [v] 

OBVIATOR ABIOORTV one that obviates (to prevent or eliminate by effective measures) [n -S] 

OBVOLUTE BELOOTUV rolled or turned in [adj] 

OCARINAS AACINORS OCARINA, wind instrument [n] 

OCCASION ACCINOOS to cause (to bring about) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OCCIDENT CCDEINOT west (cardinal point of compass) [n -S] 

OCCIPITA ACCIIOPT OCCIPUT, back part of skull [n] 

OCCIPUTS CCIOPSTU OCCIPUT, back part of skull [n] 

OCCLUDED CCDDELOU OCCLUDE, to close or stop up [v] 

OCCLUDES CCDELOSU OCCLUDE, to close or stop up [v] 

OCCLUSAL ACCLLOSU pertaining to biting surface of tooth [adj] 

OCCULTED CCDELOTU OCCULT, to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery) [v] 

OCCULTER CCELORTU one that occults (to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery)) [n -S] 

OCCULTLY CCLLOTUY secretly (in secret (kept from knowledge or view) manner) [adv] 

OCCUPANT ACCNOPTU resident (one who resides) [n -S] 

OCCUPIED CCDEIOPU OCCUPY, to engage attention or energies of [v] 

OCCUPIER CCEIOPRU one that occupies (to engage attention or energies of) [n -S] 

OCCUPIES CCEIOPSU OCCUPY, to engage attention or energies of [v] 

OCCURRED CCDEORRU OCCUR, to take place [v] 

OCEANAUT AACENOTU aquanaut (scuba diver trained to live in underwater installations) [n -S] 

OCELLATE ACEELLOT having ocelli (minute simple eye) [adj] 

OCHERING CEGHINOR OCHER, to color with ocher (red or yellow iron ore used as pigment) [v] 

OCHERISH CEHHIORS resembling ocher (red or yellow iron ore used as pigment) [adj] 

OCHEROID CDEHIOOR ocherous (containing or resembling ocher) [adj] 

OCHEROUS CEHOORSU containing or resembling ocher (red or yellow iron ore used as pigment) [adj] 

OCHREOUS CEHOORSU ocherous (containing or resembling ocher (red or yellow iron ore used as pigment)) [adj] 

OCOTILLO CILLOOOT Mexican shrub [n -S] 

OCTAGONS ACGNOOST OCTAGON, eight-sided polygon [n] 

OCTANGLE ACEGLNOT octagon (eight-sided polygon) [n -S] 
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OCTANOLS ACLNOOST OCTANOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 

OCTANTAL AACLNOTT OCTANT, eighth of circle [adj] 

OCTARCHY ACCHORTY government by eight persons [n -HIES] 

OCTETTES CEEOSTTT OCTETTE, octet (group of eight) [n] 

OCTONARY ACNOORTY stanza of eight lines [n -RIES] 

OCTOPODS CDOOOPST OCTOPOD, any of order of eight-armed mollusks [n] 

OCTOPOID CDIOOOPT resembling octopus (nocturnal octopod) [adj] 

OCTOROON CNOOOORT person of one-eighth black ancestry [n -S] 

OCTUPLED CDELOPTU OCTUPLE, to multiply by eight [v] 

OCTUPLES CELOPSTU OCTUPLE, to multiply by eight [v] 

OCTUPLET CELOPTTU group of eight related items [n -S] 

OCTUPLEX CELOPTUX being eight times as great [adj] 

OCULARLY ACLLORUY by means of eyes or sight [adv] 

OCULISTS CILOSSTU OCULIST, physician who treats diseases of eye [n] 

ODALISKS ADIKLOSS ODALISK, female slave in harem [n] 

ODDBALLS ABDDLLOS ODDBALL, eccentric person [n] 

ODDITIES DDEIIOST ODDITY, one that is odd [n] 

ODDMENTS DDEMNOST ODDMENT, remnant (something remaining) [n] 

ODIOUSLY DILOOSUY ODIOUS, deserving or causing hatred [adv] 

ODOGRAPH ADGHOOPR odometer (device for measuring distance traveled) [n -S] 

ODOMETER DEEMOORT device for measuring distance traveled [n -S] 

ODOMETRY DEMOORTY process of using odometer (device for measuring distance traveled) [n -RIES] 

ODONATES ADENOOST ODONATE, any of order of predacious insects [n] 

ODONTOID DDINOOOT toothlike vertebral projection [n -S] 

ODORANTS ADNOORST ODORANT, odorous substance [n] 

ODORIZED DDEIOORZ ODORIZE, to make odorous [v] 

ODORIZER DEIOORRZ one that odorizes (to make odorous) [n -S] 

ODORIZES DEIOORSZ ODORIZE, to make odorous [v] 

ODORLESS DELOORSS having no odor [adj] 

ODOURFUL DFLOORUU ODOUR, odor (property of substance that affects sense of smell) [adj] 

ODYSSEAN ADENOSSY ODYSSEY, long, wandering journey [adj] 

ODYSSEYS DEOSSSYY ODYSSEY, long, wandering journey [n] 

OECOLOGY CEGLOOOY ecology (environmental science) [n -GIES] 

OEDIPEAN ADEEINOP oedipal (pertaining to libidinal feelings in child toward parent of opposite sex) [adj] 

OEILLADE ADEEILLO amorous look [n -S] 

OENOLOGY EGLNOOOY study of wines [n -GIES] 

OENOMELS EELMNOOS OENOMEL, ancient Greek beverage of wine and honey [n] 

OERSTEDS DEEORSST OERSTED, unit of magnetic intensity [n] 

OESTRINS EINORSST OESTRIN, estrin (estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus))) [n] 

OESTRIOL EILOORST estriol (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n -S] 

OESTRONE EENOORST estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n -S] 

OESTROUS EOORSSTU estrous (pertaining to estrus (period of heat in female mammals)) [adj] 

OESTRUAL AELORSTU estrual (estrous (pertaining to estrus (period of heat in female mammals))) [adj] 

OESTRUMS EMORSSTU OESTRUM, estrum (estrus (period of heat in female mammals)) [n] 

OFFBEATS ABEFFOST OFFBEAT, unaccented beat in musical measure [n] 

OFFCASTS ACFFOSST OFFCAST, castoff (discarded person or thing) [n] 

OFFENCES CEEFFNOS OFFENCE, offense (violation of moral or social code) [n] 
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OFFENDED DDEEFFNO OFFEND, to commit offense [v] 

OFFENDER DEEFFNOR one that offends (to commit offense) [n -S] 

OFFENSES EEFFNOSS OFFENSE, violation of moral or social code [n] 

OFFEREES EEEFFORS OFFEREE, one to whom offer is made [n] 

OFFERERS EEFFORRS OFFERER, one that offers (to present for acceptance or rejection) [n] / contribution [n -S] 

OFFERING EFFGINOR OFFER, to present for acceptance or rejection [v] 

OFFERORS EFFOORRS OFFEROR, offerer (one that offers (to present for acceptance or rejection)) [n] 

OFFICERS CEFFIORS OFFICER, to furnish with officers (persons holding positions of authority) [v] 

OFFICIAL ACFFIILO one that holds position of authority [n -S] 

OFFISHLY FFHILOSY OFFISH, aloof (distant in interest or feeling) [adv] 

OFFLOADS ADFFLOOS OFFLOAD, to unload (to remove load or cargo from) [v] 

OFFPRINT FFINOPRT to reprint excerpt [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OFFRAMPS AFFMOPRS OFFRAMP, road leading off expressway [n] 

OFFSHOOT FFHOOOST lateral shoot from main stem [n -S] 

OFFSHORE EFFHOORS area of submerged land out from shore [n -S] 

OFFSIDES DEFFIOSS OFFSIDE, improper football play [n] 

OFFSTAGE AEFFGOST part of stage not visible to audience [n -S] 

OFFTRACK ACFFKORT away from racetrack [adj] 

OFTENEST EEFNOSTT OFTEN, frequently (in frequent (occurring again and again) manner) [adv] 

OFTTIMES EFIMOSTT often (frequently (in frequent (occurring again and again) manner)) [adv] 

OGHAMIST AGHIMOST one who writes in ogham (Old Irish alphabet) [n -S] 

OGREISMS EGIMORSS OGREISM, state of being ogreish (resembling ogre (monster (strange or terrifying creature))) [n] 

OGRESSES EEGORSSS OGRESS, female ogre [n] 

OGRISHLY GHILORSY OGRISH, ogreish (resembling ogre (monster (strange or terrifying creature))) [adv] 

OHMMETER EEHMMORT instrument for measuring ohmage [n -S] 

OILBIRDS BDIILORS OILBIRD, tropical bird [n] 

OILCAMPS ACILMOPS OILCAMP, living area for workers at oil well [n] 

OILCLOTH CHILLOOT waterproof fabric [n -S] 

OILFIELD DEFIILLO area that yields petroleum [n -S] 

OILHOLES EHILLOOS OILHOLE, hole through which lubricating oil is injected [n] 

OILINESS EIILNOSS state of being oily (covered or soaked with oil) [n -ES] 

OILPAPER AEILOPPR water-resistant paper [n -S] 

OILPROOF FILOOOPR impervious to oil [adj] 

OILSEEDS DEEILOSS OILSEED, seed from which oil is pressed out [n] 

OILSKINS IIKLNOSS OILSKIN, waterproof fabric [n] 

OILSTONE EILNOOST stone for sharpening tools [n -S] 

OILTIGHT GHIILOTT being so tight as to prevent passage of oil [adj] 

OINOLOGY GILNOOOY oenology (study of wines) [n -GIES] 

OINOMELS EILMNOOS OINOMEL, oenomel (ancient Greek beverage of wine and honey) [n] 

OINTMENT EIMNNOTT viscous preparation applied to skin as medicine or cosmetic [n -S] 

OITICICA ACCIIIOT South American tree [n -S] 

OKEYDOKE DEEKKOOY perfectly all right [adj] 

OLDSQUAW ADLOQSUW sea duck [n -S] 

OLDSTERS DELORSST OLDSTER, old person [n] 

OLDSTYLE DELLOSTY style of printing type [n -S] 

OLDWIVES DEILOSVW OLDWIFE, marine fish [n] 

OLEANDER ADEELNOR flowering shrub [n -S] 
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OLEASTER AEELORST flowering shrub [n -S] 

OLEFINES EEFILNOS OLEFINE, olefin (alkene (type of chemical compound)) [n] 

OLEFINIC CEFIILNO OLEFIN, alkene (type of chemical compound) [adj] 

OLESTRAS AELORSST OLESTRA, noncaloric fat substitute [n] 

OLIBANUM ABILMNOU fragrant resin [n -S] 

OLICOOKS CIKLOOOS OLICOOK, doughnut (ring-shaped cake) [n] 

OLIGARCH ACGHILOR ruler in government by few [n -S] 

OLIGOMER EGILMOOR type of polymer (complex chemical compound) [n -S] 

OLIGURIA AGIILORU reduced excretion of urine [n -S]  

OLIGURIC CGIILORU OLIGURIA, reduced excretion of urine [adj] 

OLIVINES EIILNOSV OLIVINE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

OLIVINIC CIIILNOV OLIVINE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [adj] 

OLLIEING EGIILLNO OLLIE, to perform maneuver in skateboarding or snowboarding [v] 

OLOGISTS GILOOSST OLOGIST, expert in particular ology [n] 

OLOROSOS LOOOORSS OLOROSO, dark sherry [n] 

OLYMPIAD ADILMOPY celebration of Olympic Games [n -S] 

OMADHAUN AADHMNOU foolish person [n -S] 

OMELETTE EEELMOTT omelet (dish of beaten eggs cooked and folded around filling) [n -S] 

OMENTUMS EMMNOSTU OMENTUM, fold in abdominal membrane [n] 

OMICRONS CIMNOORS OMICRON, Greek letter [n] 

OMIKRONS IKMNOORS OMIKRON, omicron (Greek letter) [n] 

OMISSION IIMNOOSS something left undone [n -S] 

OMISSIVE EIIMOSSV marked by omission [adj] 

OMITTERS EIMORSTT OMITTER, one that omits (to leave out) [n] 

OMITTING GIIMNOTT OMIT, to leave out [v] 

OMNIARCH ACHIMNOR almighty ruler [n -S] 

OMNIFORM FIMMNOOR of all forms [adj] 

OMNIMODE DEIMMNOO of all modes [adj] 

OMNIVORA AIMNOORV omnivores (animal that eats all kinds of food) [n OMNIVORA] 

OMNIVORE EIMNOORV animal that eats all kinds of food [n -S] 

OMOPHAGY AGHMOOPY eating of raw flesh [n -GIES] 

OMPHALOI AHILMOOP OMPHALOS, navel (depression in abdomen) [n] 

OMPHALOS AHLMOOPS navel (depression in abdomen) [n -LI, -OI, -ES] 

ONANISMS AIMNNOSS ONANISM, coitus deliberately interrupted to prevent insemination [n] 

ONANISTS AINNOSST ONANIST, one who practices onanism (coitus deliberately interrupted to prevent insemination) [n] 

ONBOARDS ABDNOORS ONBOARD, to train new worker [v]  

ONCIDIUM CDIIMNOU tropical orchid [n -S] 

ONCOGENE CEEGNNOO gene that causes cell to become cancerous [n -S] 

ONCOLOGY CGLNOOOY science of tumors [n -GIES] 

ONCOMING CGIMNNOO approach [n -S] 

ONDOGRAM ADGMNOOR graph of electric wave forms [n -S] 

ONERIEST EEINORST ONERY, ornery (stubborn and mean-spirited) [adj] 

ONLOADED ADDELNOO ONLOAD, to load vehicle or container [v] 

ONLOOKER EKLNOOOR spectator [n -S] 

ONOMASTS AMNOOSST ONOMAST, person who studies proper names [n] 

ONRUSHES EHNORSSU ONRUSH, forward rush or flow [n] 

ONSCREEN CEENNORS shown on movie, television, or display screen [adj] 
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ONSTREAM AEMNORST in or into production [adv] 

ONTOGENY EGNNOOTY development of individual organism [n -NIES] 

ONTOLOGY GLNOOOTY branch of philosophy that deals with being [n -GIES] 

OOGAMETE AEEGMOOT female gamete of certain protozoa [n -S] 

OOGAMIES AEGIMOOS OOGAMY, state of being oogamous (having structurally dissimilar gametes) [n] 

OOGAMOUS AGMOOOSU having structurally dissimilar gametes [adj] 

OOGENIES EEGINOOS OOGENY, development of ova [n] 

OOGONIAL AGILNOOO OOGONIUM, female sexual organ in certain algae and fungi [adj] 

OOGONIUM GIMNOOOU female sexual organ in certain algae and fungi [n -IA, -S] 

OOLACHAN AACHLNOO eulachon (marine food fish) [n -S] 

OOLICHAN ACHILNOO eulachon (marine food fish) [n -S] 

OOLOGIES EGILOOOS OOLOGY, study of birds' eggs [n] 

OOLOGIST GILOOOST expert in oology [n -S] 

OOMIACKS ACIKMOOS OOMIACK, umiak (open Inuit boat) [n] 

OOMPAHED ADEHMOOP OOMPAH, to play repeated rhythmic bass accompaniment [v] 

OOPHYTES EHOOPSTY OOPHYTE, stage of development in certain plants [n] 

OOPHYTIC CHIOOPTY OOPHYTE, stage of development in certain plants [adj] 

OOSPERMS EMOOPRSS OOSPERM, fertilized egg [n] 

OOSPHERE EEHOOPRS unfertilized egg within oogonium [n -S] 

OOSPORES EOOOPRSS OOSPORE, fertilized egg within oogonium [n] 

OOSPORIC CIOOOPRS OOSPORE, fertilized egg within oogonium [adj] 

OOTHECAE ACEEHOOT OOTHECA, egg case of certain insects [n] 

OOTHECAL ACEHLOOT OOTHECA, egg case of certain insects [adj] 

OOZINESS EINOOSSZ state of being oozy (containing or resembling soft mud or slime) [n -ES] 

OPALESCE ACEELOPS to emit iridescent shimmer of colors [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OPALINES AEILNOPS OPALINE, opaque white glass [n] 

OPAQUELY AELOPQUY OPAQUE, impervious to light [adv] 

OPAQUEST AEOPQSTU OPAQUE, impervious to light [adj] 

OPAQUING AGINOPQU OPAQUE, to make opaque [v] 

OPENABLE ABEELNOP OPEN, to cause to become open [adj] 

OPENCAST ACENOPST worked from surface open to air [adj] 

OPENINGS EGINNOPS OPENING, vacant or unobstructed space [n] 

OPENNESS EENNOPSS state of being open (affording unobstructed access, passage, or view) [n -ES] 

OPENWORK EKNOOPRW ornamental or structural work containing numerous openings [n -S] 

OPERABLE ABEELOPR usable (capable of being used) [adj]  

OPERABLY ABELOPRY OPERABLE, usable (capable of being used) [adv] 

OPERANDS ADENOPRS OPERAND, quantity on which mathematical operation is performed [n] 

OPERANTS AENOPRST OPERANT, one that operates (to perform function) [n] 

OPERATED ADEEOPRT OPERATE, to perform function [v] 

OPERATES AEEOPRST OPERATE, to perform function [v] 

OPERATIC ACEIOPRT technique of staging operas [n -S] 

OPERATOR AEOOPRRT symbol that represents mathematical function [n -S] 

OPERCELE CEEELOPR opercule (anatomical part that serves as lid or cover) [n -S] 

OPERCULA ACELOPRU opercules (anatomical part that serves as lid or cover) [n OPERCULA] 

OPERCULE CEELOPRU anatomical part that serves as lid or cover [n -S] 

OPERETTA AEEOPRTT light musical drama with spoken dialogue [n -S] 

OPHIDIAN ADHIINOP snake [n -S] 
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OPIATING AGIINOPT OPIATE, to treat with opium [v] 

OPINIONS IINNOOPS OPINION, conclusion or judgment one holds to be true [n] 

OPIUMISM IIMMOPSU opium addiction [n -S] 

OPOPANAX AANOOPPX strong-smelling gum resin [n -ES] 

OPOSSUMS MOOPSSSU OPOSSUM, arboreal mammal [n] 

OPPIDANS ADINOPPS OPPIDAN, townsman (resident of town) [n] 

OPPILANT AILNOPPT OPPILATE, to obstruct (to get in way of) [adj] 

OPPILATE AEILOPPT to obstruct (to get in way of) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OPPONENS ENNOOPPS muscle of thumb [n OPPONENS] 

OPPONENT ENNOOPPT one that opposes another [n -S] 

OPPOSERS EOOPPRSS OPPOSER, one that opposes (to be in contention or conflict with) [n] 

OPPOSING GINOOPPS OPPOSE, to be in contention or conflict with [v] 

OPPOSITE EIOOPPST one that is radically different from another in some related way [n -S] 

OPPUGNED DEGNOPPU OPPUGN, to assail with argument [v] 

OPPUGNER EGNOPPRU one that oppugns (to assail with argument) [n -S] 

OPSIMATH AHIMOPST person who learns only late in life [n -S] 

OPSONIFY FINOOPSY to opsonize (to form opsonins (antibody of blood serum in) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

OPSONINS INNOOPSS OPSONIN, antibody of blood serum [n] 

OPSONISE EINOOPSS opsonize (to form opsonins (antibody of blood serum) in) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

OPSONIZE EINOOPSZ to form opsonins (antibody of blood serum) in [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

OPTATIVE AEIOPTTV mood of verbs that expresses wish or desire [n -S] 

OPTICIAN ACIINOPT one who makes or deals in optical goods [n -S] 

OPTICIST CIIOPSTT one engaged in study of light and vision [n -S] 

OPTIMISE EIIMOPST to optimize (to make as perfect, useful, or effective as possible) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

OPTIMISM IIMMOPST disposition to look on favorable side of things [n -S] 

OPTIMIST IIMOPSTT one who exhibits optimism (disposition to look on favorable side of things) [n -S] 

OPTIMIZE EIIMOPTZ to make as perfect, useful, or effective as possible [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

OPTIMUMS IMMOPSTU OPTIMUM, most favorable condition for obtaining given result [n] 

OPTIONAL AILNOOPT elective course of study [n -S] 

OPTIONED DEINOOPT OPTION, to grant option (right to buy or sell something at specified price within specified time) on [v] 

OPTIONEE EEINOOPT one who holds legal option right to buy or sell something at specified price within specified time) [n -S] 

OPTRONIC CINOOPRT pertaining to science concerned with electronics and light [adj] 

OPULENCE CEELNOPU wealth (great quantity of valuable material) [n -S] 

OPULENCY CELNOPUY opulence (wealth (great quantity of valuable material)) [n -CIES] 

OPUNTIAS AINOPSTU OPUNTIA, American cactus [n] 

OPUSCULA ACLOPSUU opuscules (minor work) [n OPUSCULA] 

OPUSCULE CELOPSUU minor work [n -S] 

OQUASSAS AAOQSSSU OQUASSA, small lake trout [n] 

ORACULAR AACLORRU ORACLE, person through whom deity is believed to speak [adj] 

ORALISMS AILMORSS ORALISM, use of oral methods of teaching deaf [n] 

ORALISTS AILORSST ORALIST, advocate of oralism [n] 

ORANGERY AEGNORRY place where orange trees are cultivated [n -RIES] 

ORANGIER AEGINORR ORANGEY, orangy (resembling or suggestive of orange) [adj] / ORANGY [adj] 

ORANGISH AGHINORS of somewhat orange color [adj] 

ORATIONS AINOORST ORATION, formal speech [n] 

ORATORIO AIOOORRT type of musical composition [n -S] 

ORATRESS AEORRSST oratrix (female orator) [n -ES] 
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ORATURES AEORRSTU ORATURE, oral forms of literature, such as folklore [n] 

ORBITALS ABILORST ORBITAL, subdivision of nuclear shell [n] 

ORBITERS BEIORRST ORBITER, one that orbits (to move or revolve around) [n] 

ORBITING BGIINORT ORBIT, to move or revolve around [v] 

ORCHARDS ACDHORRS ORCHARD, area for cultivation of fruit trees [n] 

ORCHILLA ACHILLOR orchil (purple dye) [n -S] 

ORCHISES CEHIORSS ORCHIS, orchid (flowering plant) [n] 

ORCHITIC CCHIIORT ORCHITIS, inflammation of testicle [adj] 

ORCHITIS CHIIORST inflammation of testicle [n -ES] 

ORCINOLS CILNOORS ORCINOL, chemical compound [n] 

ORDAINED ADDEINOR ORDAIN, to invest with holy authority [v] 

ORDAINER ADEINORR one that ordains (to invest with holy authority) [n -S] 

ORDERERS DEEORRRS ORDERER, one that orders (to give command or instruction to) [n] 

ORDERING DEGINORR ORDER, to give command or instruction to [v] 

ORDINALS ADILNORS ORDINAL, number designating position in series [n] 

ORDINAND ADDINNOR person about to be ordained (to invest with holy authority) [n -S] 

ORDINARY ADINORRY of kind to be expected in normal order of events [adj -RIER, -RIEST] / something that is ordinary [n -RIES] 

ORDINATE ADEINORT particular geometric coordinate [n -S] 

ORDNANCE ACDENNOR artillery; cannon [n -S] 

ORDUROUS DOORRSUU ORDURE, manure [adj] 

ORECTIVE CEEIORTV orectic (pertaining to appetites or desires) [adj] 

OREGANOS AEGNOORS OREGANO, aromatic herb used as seasoning [n] 

OREODONT DENOOORT extinct sheep-sized mammal [n -S] 

ORGANDIE ADEGINOR organdy (cotton fabric) [n -DIES] 

ORGANICS ACGINORS ORGANIC, substance of animal or vegetable origin [n] 

ORGANISE AEGINORS to organize (to form into orderly whole) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ORGANISM AGIMNORS any form of animal or plant life [n -S] 

ORGANIST AGINORST one who plays organ (keyboard musical instrument) [n -S] 

ORGANIZE AEGINORZ to form into orderly whole [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ORGANONS AGNNOORS ORGANON, system of rules for scientific investigation [n] 

ORGANUMS AGMNORSU ORGANUM, organon (system of rules for scientific investigation) [n] 

ORGANZAS AAGNORSZ ORGANZA, sheer fabric [n] 

ORGASMED ADEGMORS ORGASM, to experience orgasm (climax of sexual excitement) [v] 

ORGASMIC ACGIMORS ORGASM, to experience orgasm (climax of sexual excitement) [adj] 

ORGASTIC ACGIORST ORGASM, to experience orgasm (climax of sexual excitement) [adj] 

ORGIASTS AGIORSST ORGIAST, one who participates in orgy [n] 

ORGULOUS GLOORSUU proud (having or displaying pride) [adj] 

ORIBATID ABDIIORT any of family of eyeless mites [n -S] 

ORICHALC ACCHILOR yellow metal [n -S] 

ORIENTAL AEILNORT inhabitant of eastern country [n -S] 

ORIENTED DEEINORT ORIENT, to adjust in relation to something else [v] 

ORIENTER EEINORRT one who helps another to adjust to surroundings [n -S] 

ORIFICES CEFIIORS ORIFICE, mouth or mouthlike opening [n] 

ORIGAMIS AGIIMORS ORIGAMI, Japanese art of paper folding [n] 

ORIGANUM AGIMNORU aromatic herb [n -S] 

ORIGINAL AGIILNOR first form of something [n -S] 

ORINASAL AAILNORS sound pronounced through both mouth and nose [n -S] 
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ORNAMENT AEMNNORT to decorate (to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ORNATELY AELNORTY ORNATE, elaborately or excessively ornamented [adv] 

ORNERIER EEINORRR ORNERY, stubborn and mean-spirited [adj] 

ORNITHES EHINORST ORNIS, avifauna (bird life of particular region) [n] 

ORNITHIC CHIINORT pertaining to birds [adj] 

OROGENIC CEGINOOR OROGENY, process of mountain formation [adj] 

OROMETER EEMOORRT type of barometer [n -S] 

ORPHANED ADEHNOPR ORPHAN, to deprive of both parents [v] 

ORPHICAL ACHILOPR orphic (mystical (spiritually significant or symbolic)) [adj] 

ORPHISMS HIMOPRSS ORPHISM, style of art [n] 

ORPHREYS EHOPRRSY ORPHREY, ornamental band or border [n] 

ORPIMENT EIMNOPRT yellow dye [n -S] 

ORRERIES EEIORRRS ORRERY, mechanical model of solar system [n] 

ORTHICON CHINOORT type of television camera tube [n -S] 

ORTHODOX DHOOORTX one holding traditional beliefs [n -ES] 

ORTHOEPY EHOOPRTY study of correct pronunciation [n -PIES] 

ORTHOSES EHOORSST ORTHOSIS, orthotic (brace for weak joints or muscles) [n] 

ORTHOSIS HIOORSST orthotic (brace for weak joints or muscles) [n -SES] 

ORTHOTIC CHIOORTT brace for weak joints or muscles [n -S] 

ORTOLANS ALNOORST ORTOLAN, European bird [n] 

OSCININE CEIINNOS OSCINE, any of family of songbirds [adj] 

OSCITANT ACINOSTT yawning [adj] 

OSCULANT ACLNOSTU adhering closely [adj] 

OSCULATE ACELOSTU to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OSMOSING GIMNOOSS OSMOSE, to undergo osmosis [v] 

OSMUNDAS ADMNOSSU OSMUNDA, osmund (any of genus of large ferns) [n] 

OSNABURG ABGNORSU cotton fabric [n -S] 

OSSATURE AEORSSTU framework [n -S] 

OSSETRAS AEORSSST OSSETRA, osetra (golden or brownish caviar) [n] 

OSSICLES CEILOSSS OSSICLE, small bone [n] 

OSSIFIED DEFIIOSS OSSIFY, to convert into bone [v] 

OSSIFIER EFIIORSS one that ossifies (to convert into bone) [n -S] 

OSSIFIES EFIIOSSS OSSIFY, to convert into bone [v] 

OSSOBUCO BCOOOSSU dish of veal shanks braised with vegetables and white wine [n -S] 

OSTEITIC CEIIOSTT OSTEITIS, inflammation of bone [adj] 

OSTEITIS EIIOSSTT inflammation of bone [n -TIDES] 

OSTEOIDS DEIOOSST OSTEOID, uncalcified bone matrix [n] 

OSTEOMAS AEMOOSST OSTEOMA, tumor of bone tissue [n] 

OSTEOSES EEOOSSST OSTEOSIS, formation of bone [n] 

OSTEOSIS EIOOSSST formation of bone [n -SES, -ES] 

OSTINATI AIINOSTT OSTINATO, constantly recurring musical phrase [n] 

OSTINATO AINOOSTT constantly recurring musical phrase [n -TI, -S] 

OSTIOLAR AILOORST OSTIOLE, small bodily opening [adj] 

OSTIOLES EILOOSST OSTIOLE, small bodily opening [n] 

OSTMARKS AKMORSST OSTMARK, former East German monetary unit [n] 

OSTOMATE AEMOOSTT one who has had ostomy [n -S] 

OSTOMIES EIMOOSST OSTOMY, type of surgical operation [n] 
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OSTRACOD ACDOORST minute freshwater crustacean [n -S] 

OSTRACON ACNOORST fragment containing inscription [n -CA] 

OSTRAKON AKNOORST ostracon (fragment containing inscription) [n -KA] 

OTALGIAS AAGILOST OTALGIA, pain in ear [n] 

OTALGIES AEGILOST OTALGY, otalgia (pain in ear) [n] 

OTHERING EGHINORT OTHER, to ostracize [v]  

OTIOSELY EILOOSTY OTIOSE, lazy (disinclined toward work or exertion) [adv] 

OTIOSITY IIOOSTTY state of being otiose (lazy (disinclined toward work or exertion)) [n -TIES] 

OTITIDES DEIIOSTT OTITIS, inflammation of ear [n] 

OTITISES EIIOSSTT OTITIS, inflammation of ear [n] 

OTOCYSTS COOSSTTY OTOCYST, organ of balance in many invertebrates [n] 

OTOLITHS HILOOSTT OTOLITH, hard mass that forms in inner ear [n] 

OTOLOGIC CGILOOOT OTOLOGY, science of ear [adj] 

OTOSCOPE CEOOOPST instrument for examining ear [n -S] 

OTOSCOPY COOOPSTY use of otoscope (instrument for examining ear) [n -PIES] 

OTOTOXIC CIOOOTTX adversely affecting hearing or balance [adj] 

OTTOMANS AMNOOSTT OTTOMAN, type of sofa (long, upholstered seat) [n] 

OUABAINS AABINOSU OUABAIN, cardiac stimulant [n] 

OUGHTING GGHINOTU OUGHT, to owe (to be under obligation to pay or repay) [v] 

OUGUIYAS AGIOSUUY OUGUIYA, monetary unit of Mauritania [n] 

OUISTITI IIIOSTTU South American monkey [n -S] 

OUTACTED ACDEOTTU OUTACT, to surpass in acting [v] 

OUTADDED ADDDEOTU OUTADD, to surpass in adding [v] 

OUTARGUE AEGORTUU to get better of by arguing [v -D, -UING, -S] 

OUTASKED ADEKOSTU OUTASK, to surpass in asking [v] 

OUTBACKS ABCKOSTU OUTBACK, isolated rural country [n] 

OUTBAKED ABDEKOTU OUTBAKE, to surpass in baking [v] 

OUTBAKES ABEKOSTU OUTBAKE, to surpass in baking [v] 

OUTBARKS ABKORSTU OUTBARK, to surpass in barking [v] 

OUTBAWLS ABLOSTUW OUTBAWL, to surpass in bawling [v] 

OUTBEAMS ABEMOSTU OUTBEAM, to surpass in beaming [v] 

OUTBITCH BCHIOTTU to surpass in bitching [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTBLAZE ABELOTUZ to surpass in brilliance of light [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

OUTBLEAT ABELOTTU to surpass in bleating [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTBLESS BELOSSTU to surpass in blessing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTBLOOM BLMOOOTU to surpass in blooming [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTBLUFF BFFLOTUU to surpass in bluffing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTBLUSH BHLOSTUU to surpass in blushing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTBOARD ABDOORTU type of motor [n -S] 

OUTBOAST ABOOSTTU to surpass in boasting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTBOUND BDNOOTUU outward bound [adj] 

OUTBOXED BDEOOTUX OUTBOX, to surpass in boxing [v] 

OUTBOXES BEOOSTUX OUTBOX, to surpass in boxing [v] 

OUTBRAGS ABGORSTU OUTBRAG, to surpass in bragging [v] 

OUTBRAVE ABEORTUV to surpass in courage [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OUTBRAWL ABLORTUW to surpass in brawling [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTBREAK ABEKORTU sudden eruption [n -S] 
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OUTBREED BDEEORTU to interbreed relatively unrelated stocks [v -RED, -ING, -S] 

OUTBRIBE BBEIORTU to surpass in bribing [v -D, -BING, -S] 

OUTBUILD BDILOTUU to surpass in building [v -LT, -ING, -S] 

OUTBUILT BILOTTUU OUTBUILD, to surpass in building [v] 

OUTBULGE BEGLOTUU to surpass in size [v -D, -GING, -S] 

OUTBULKS BKLOSTUU OUTBULK, to surpass in bulking [v] 

OUTBULLY BLLOTUUY to surpass in bullying [v -LIED, -ING, -LIES] 

OUTBURNS BNORSTUU OUTBURN, to burn longer than [v] 

OUTBURNT BNORTTUU OUTBURN, to burn longer than [v] 

OUTBURST BORSTTUU sudden and violent outpouring [n -S] 

OUTCALLS ACLLOSTU OUTCALL, house call by professional person [n] 

OUTCAPER ACEOPRTU to surpass in capering [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTCASTE ACEOSTTU to expel from their caste [v -D, -ING, -TING, -S] 

OUTCASTS ACOSSTTU outcast [v] / OUTCAST, one that is cast out [n] 

OUTCATCH ACCHOTTU to surpass in catching [v -AUGHT, -ING, -S] 

OUTCAVIL ACILOTUV to surpass in caviling [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

OUTCHARM ACHMORTU to surpass in charming [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTCHEAT ACEHOTTU to surpass in cheating [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTCHIDE CDEHIOTU to surpass in chiding [v OUTCHID, -ED, -DDEN, -DING, -S] 

OUTCLASS ACLOSSTU to surpass so decisively as to appear of higher class [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTCLIMB BCILMOTU to surpass in climbing [v -ED, -LOMB, -ING, -S] 

OUTCLOMB BCLMOOTU OUTCLIMB, to surpass in climbing [v] 

OUTCOACH ACCHOOTU to surpass in coaching [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTCOMES CEMOOSTU OUTCOME, result [n] 

OUTCOOKS CKOOOSTU OUTCOOK, to surpass in cooking [v] 

OUTCOUNT CNOOTTUU to surpass in counting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTCRAWL ACLORTUW to surpass in crawling [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTCRIED CDEIORTU OUTCRY, to cry louder than [v] 

OUTCRIES CEIORSTU OUTCRY, to cry louder than [v] 

OUTCROPS COOPRSTU OUTCROP, to protrude above soil [v] 

OUTCROSS COORSSTU to cross with relatively unrelated individual [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTCROWD CDOORTUW to cause to be too crowded [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTCROWS COORSTUW OUTCROW, to surpass in crowing [v] 

OUTCURSE CEORSTUU to surpass in cursing [v -D, -SING, -S] 

OUTCURVE CEORTUUV type of pitch in baseball [n -S] 

OUTDANCE ACDENOTU to surpass in dancing [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OUTDARED ADDEORTU OUTDARE, to surpass in daring [v] 

OUTDARES ADEORSTU OUTDARE, to surpass in daring [v] 

OUTDATED ADDEOTTU OUTDATE, to make out-of-date [v] 

OUTDATES ADEOSTTU OUTDATE, to make out-of-date [v] 

OUTDODGE DDEGOOTU to surpass in dodging [v -D, -GING, -S] 

OUTDOERS DEOORSTU OUTDOER, one that outdoes (to exceed in performance) [n] 

OUTDOING DGINOOTU OUTDO, to exceed in performance [v] 

OUTDOORS DOOORSTU in open air [adv] 

OUTDRAGS ADGORSTU OUTDRAG, to surpass in drag racing [v] 

OUTDRANK ADKNORTU OUTDRINK, to surpass in drinking [v] 

OUTDRAWN ADNORTUW OUTDRAW, to attract larger audience than [v] 
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OUTDRAWS ADORSTUW OUTDRAW, to attract larger audience than [v] 

OUTDREAM ADEMORTU to surpass in dreaming [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OUTDRESS DEORSSTU to surpass in dressing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTDRINK DIKNORTU to surpass in drinking [v -RANK, -RUNK, -ING, -S] 

OUTDRIVE DEIORTUV to drive golf ball farther than [v -ROVE, -N, -VING, -S] 

OUTDROPS DOOPRSTU OUTDROP, to surpass in dropping [v] 

OUTDROVE DEOORTUV OUTDRIVE, to drive golf ball farther than [v] 

OUTDRUNK DKNORTUU OUTDRINK, to surpass in drinking [v] 

OUTDUELS DELOSTUU OUTDUEL, to surpass in dueling [v] 

OUTEARNS AENORSTU OUTEARN, to surpass in earning [v] 

OUTEATEN AEENOTTU OUTEAT, to surpass in eating [v] 

OUTFABLE ABEFLOTU to surpass in fabling [v -D, -LING, -S] 

OUTFACED ACDEFOTU OUTFACE, to confront unflinchingly [v] 

OUTFACES ACEFOSTU OUTFACE, to confront unflinchingly [v] 

OUTFALLS AFLLOSTU OUTFALL, outlet of body of water [n] 

OUTFASTS AFOSSTTU OUTFAST, to surpass in fasting [v] 

OUTFAWNS AFNOSTUW OUTFAWN, to surpass in fawning [v] 

OUTFEAST AEFOSTTU to surpass in feasting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTFEELS EEFLOSTU OUTFEEL, to surpass in feeling [v] 

OUTFENCE CEEFNOTU to surpass in fencing [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OUTFIELD DEFILOTU part of baseball field [n -S] 

OUTFIGHT FGHIOTTU to defeat (to win victory over) [v -FOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

OUTFINDS DFINOSTU OUTFIND, to surpass in finding [v] 

OUTFIRED DEFIORTU OUTFIRE, to surpass in firing [v] 

OUTFIRES EFIORSTU OUTFIRE, to surpass in firing [v] 

OUTFLANK AFKLNOTU to gain tactical advantage over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTFLIES EFILOSTU OUTFLY, to surpass in speed of flight [v] 

OUTFLOAT AFLOOTTU to float longer than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTFLOWN FLNOOTUW OUTFLY, to surpass in speed of flight [v] 

OUTFLOWS FLOOSTUW OUTFLOW, to flow out [v] 

OUTFOOLS FLOOOSTU OUTFOOL, to surpass in fooling [v] 

OUTFOOTS FOOOSTTU OUTFOOT, to surpass in speed [v] 

OUTFOUND DFNOOTUU OUTFIND, to surpass in finding [v] 

OUTFOXED DEFOOTUX OUTFOX, to outwit (to get better of by superior cleverness) [v] 

OUTFOXES EFOOSTUX OUTFOX, to outwit (to get better of by superior cleverness) [v] 

OUTFROWN FNOORTUW to frown more than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTGAINS AGINOSTU OUTGAIN, to gain more than [v] 

OUTGASES AEGOSSTU OUTGAS, to remove gas from [v] 

OUTGAZED ADEGOTUZ OUTGAZE, to surpass in gazing [v] 

OUTGAZES AEGOSTUZ OUTGAZE, to surpass in gazing [v] 

OUTGIVEN EGINOTUV OUTGIVE, to give more than [v] 

OUTGIVES EGIOSTUV OUTGIVE, to give more than [v] 

OUTGLARE AEGLORTU to surpass in glaring [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OUTGLEAM AEGLMOTU to surpass in gleaming [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTGLOWS GLOOSTUW OUTGLOW, to surpass in glowing [v] 

OUTGNAWN AGNNOTUW OUTGNAW, to surpass in gnawing [v] 

OUTGNAWS AGNOSTUW OUTGNAW, to surpass in gnawing [v] 
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OUTGOING GGINOOTU departure [n -S] / OUTGO, to go beyond [v] 

OUTGRINS GINORSTU OUTGRIN, to surpass in grinning [v] 

OUTGROSS GOORSSTU to surpass in gross earnings [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTGROUP GOOPRTUU group of people outside one's own group [n -S] 

OUTGROWN GNOORTUW OUTGROW, to grow too large for [v] 

OUTGROWS GOORSTUW OUTGROW, to grow too large for [v] 

OUTGUESS EGOSSTUU to anticipate actions of [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTGUIDE DEGIOTUU to surpass in guiding [v -D, -DING, -S] 

OUTHAULS AHLOSTUU OUTHAUL, rope for extending sail along spar [n] 

OUTHEARD ADEHORTU OUTHEAR, to surpass in hearing [v] 

OUTHEARS AEHORSTU OUTHEAR, to surpass in hearing [v] 

OUTHOMER EHMOORTU to surpass in hitting home runs [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTHOUSE EHOOSTUU toilet housed in small structure [n -S] 

OUTHOWLS HLOOSTUW OUTHOWL, to surpass in howling [v] 

OUTHUMOR HMOORTUU to surpass in humoring [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTHUNTS HNOSTTUU OUTHUNT, to surpass in hunting [v] 

OUTJUMPS JMOPSTUU OUTJUMP, to surpass in jumping [v] 

OUTKEEPS EEKOPSTU OUTKEEP, to surpass in keeping [v] 

OUTKICKS CIKKOSTU OUTKICK, to surpass in kicking [v] 

OUTKILLS IKLLOSTU OUTKILL, to surpass in killing [v] 

OUTLANDS ADLNOSTU OUTLAND, foreign land [n] 

OUTLASTS ALOSSTTU OUTLAST, to last longer than [v] 

OUTLAUGH AGHLOTUU to surpass in laughing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTLAWED ADELOTUW OUTLAW, to prohibit (to forbid by authority) [v] 

OUTLAWRY ALORTUWY habitual defiance of law [n -RIES] 

OUTLEADS ADELOSTU OUTLEAD, to surpass in leading [v] 

OUTLEAPS AELOPSTU OUTLEAP, to surpass in leaping [v] 

OUTLEAPT AELOPTTU OUTLEAP, to surpass in leaping [v] 

OUTLEARN AELNORTU to surpass in learning [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OUTLIERS EILORSTU OUTLIER, outlying area or portion [n] 

OUTLINED DEILNOTU OUTLINE, to indicate main features or different parts of [v] 

OUTLINER EILNORTU one that outlines (to indicate main features or different parts of) [n -S] 

OUTLINES EILNOSTU OUTLINE, to indicate main features or different parts of [v] 

OUTLIVED DEILOTUV OUTLIVE, to live longer than [v] 

OUTLIVER EILORTUV one that outlives (to live longer than) [n -S] 

OUTLIVES EILOSTUV OUTLIVE, to live longer than [v] 

OUTLOOKS KLOOOSTU OUTLOOK, point of view [n] 

OUTLOVED DELOOTUV OUTLOVE, to surpass in loving [v] 

OUTLOVES ELOOSTUV OUTLOVE, to surpass in loving [v] 

OUTLYING GILNOTUY OUTLIE, to lie beyond [v] 

OUTMARCH ACHMORTU to surpass in marching [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTMATCH ACHMOTTU to outdo (to exceed in performance) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTMODED DDEMOOTU OUTMODE, to outdate (to make out-of-date) [v] 

OUTMODES DEMOOSTU OUTMODE, to outdate (to make out-of-date) [v] 

OUTMOVED DEMOOTUV OUTMOVE, to move faster or farther than [v] 

OUTMOVES EMOOSTUV OUTMOVE, to move faster or farther than [v] 

OUTPACED ACDEOPTU OUTPACE, to surpass in speed [v] 
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OUTPACES ACEOPSTU OUTPACE, to surpass in speed [v] 

OUTPAINT AINOPTTU to surpass in painting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTPITCH CHIOPTTU to surpass in pitching [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTPLACE ACELOPTU to discontinue employment of [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OUTPLANS ALNOPSTU OUTPLAN, to surpass in planning [v] 

OUTPLAYS ALOPSTUY OUTPLAY, to excel or defeat in game [v] 

OUTPLODS DLOOPSTU OUTPLOD, to surpass in plodding [v] 

OUTPLOTS LOOPSTTU OUTPLOT, to surpass in plotting [v] 

OUTPOINT INOOPTTU to score more points than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTPOLLS LLOOPSTU OUTPOLL, to get more votes than [v] 

OUTPORTS OOPRSTTU OUTPORT, port of export or departure [n] 

OUTPOSTS OOPSSTTU OUTPOST, body of troops stationed at distance from main body [n] 

OUTPOURS OOPRSTUU OUTPOUR, to pour out [v] 

OUTPOWER EOOPRTUW to surpass in power [V -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTPRAYS AOPRSTUY OUTPRAY, to surpass in praying [v] 

OUTPREEN EENOPRTU to surpass in preening [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTPRESS EOPRSSTU to surpass in pressing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTPRICE CEIOPRTU to surpass in pricing [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OUTPSYCH CHOPSTUY to defeat by psychological means [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTPULLS LLOPSTUU OUTPULL, to attract larger audience or following than [v] 

OUTPUNCH CHNOPTUU to surpass in punching [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTPUPIL ILOPPTUU pupil who lives off campus [n -S] 

OUTQUOTE EOOQTTUU to surpass in quoting [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUTRACED ACDEORTU OUTRACE, to run faster or farther than [v] 

OUTRACES ACEORSTU OUTRACE, to run faster or farther than [v] 

OUTRAGED ADEGORTU OUTRAGE, to arouse anger or resentment in [v] 

OUTRAGES AEGORSTU OUTRAGE, to arouse anger or resentment in [v] 

OUTRAISE AEIORSTU to surpass in raising [v -D, -SING, -S] 

OUTRANCE ACENORTU last extremity [n -S] 

OUTRANGE AEGNORTU to surpass in range [v -D, -GING, -S] 

OUTRANKS AKNORSTU OUTRANK, to rank higher than [v] 

OUTRATED ADEORTTU OUTRATE, to surpass in rating [v] 

OUTRATES AEORSTTU OUTRATE, to surpass in rating [v] 

OUTRAVED ADEORTUV OUTRAVE, to surpass in raving [v] 

OUTRAVES AEORSTUV OUTRAVE, to surpass in raving [v] 

OUTREACH ACEHORTU to reach beyond [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTREADS ADEORSTU OUTREAD, to surpass in reading [v] 

OUTRIDER DEIORRTU mounted attendant who rides before or beside carriage [n -S] 

OUTRIDES DEIORSTU OUTRIDE, to ride faster or better than [v] 

OUTRIGHT GHIORTTU being without limit or reservation [adj] 

OUTRINGS GINORSTU OUTRING, to ring louder than [v] 

OUTRIVAL AILORTUV to outdo in competition or rivalry [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

OUTROARS AOORRSTU OUTROAR, to roar louder than [v] 

OUTROCKS CKOORSTU OUTROCK, to surpass in rocking [v] 

OUTROLLS LLOORSTU OUTROLL, to roll out [v] 

OUTROOTS OOORSTTU OUTROOT, to pull up by roots [v] 

OUTROWED DEOORTUW OUTROW, to surpass in rowing [v] 
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OUTSAILS AILOSSTU OUTSAIL, to sail faster than [v] 

OUTSAVOR AOORSTUV to surpass in distinctive taste or smell [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSCOLD CDLOOSTU to surpass in scolding [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSCOOP COOOPSTU to surpass in scooping [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSCORE CEOORSTU to score more points than [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OUTSCORN CNOORSTU to surpass in scorning [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSELLS ELLOSSTU OUTSELL, to sell more than [v] 

OUTSERTS EORSSTTU OUTSERT, folded sheet placed around folded section of printed matter [n] 

OUTSERVE EEORSTUV to surpass in serving [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OUTSHAME AEHMOSTU to surpass in shaming [v -D, -MING, -S] 

OUTSHINE EHINOSTU to shine brighter than [v -D, -HONE, -ING, -S] 

OUTSHONE EHNOOSTU OUTSHINE, to shine brighter than [v] 

OUTSHOOT HOOOSTTU to shoot better than [v -HOT, -ING, -S] 

OUTSHOUT HOOSTTUU to shout louder than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSIDER DEIORSTU one that does not belong to particular group [n -S] 

OUTSIDES DEIOSSTU OUTSIDE, outer side, surface, or part [n] 

OUTSIGHT GHIOSTTU power of perceiving external things [n -S] 

OUTSINGS GINOSSTU OUTSING, to surpass in singing [v] 

OUTSIZED DEIOSTUZ OUTSIZE, unusual size [adj] 

OUTSIZES EIOSSTUZ OUTSIZE, unusual size [n] 

OUTSKATE AEKOSTTU to surpass in skating [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUTSKIRT IKORSTTU outlying area [n -S] 

OUTSLEEP EELOPSTU to sleep later than [v -LEPT, -ING, -S] 

OUTSLEPT ELOPSTTU OUTSLEEP, to sleep later than [v] 

OUTSLICK CIKLOSTU to get better of by trickery or cunning [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSMART AMORSTTU to outwit (to get better of by superior cleverness) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSMELL ELLMOSTU to surpass in smelling [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OUTSMELT ELMOSTTU OUTSMELL, to surpass in smelling [v] 

OUTSMILE EILMOSTU to surpass in smiling [v -D, -LING, -S] 

OUTSMOKE EKMOOSTU to surpass in smoking [v -D, -KING, -S] 

OUTSNORE ENOORSTU to surpass in snoring [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OUTSOARS AOORSSTU OUTSOAR, to soar beyond [v] 

OUTSOLES ELOOSSTU OUTSOLE, outer sole of boot or shoe [n] 

OUTSPANS ANOPSSTU OUTSPAN, to unharness draft animal [v] 

OUTSPEAK AEKOPSTU to outdo in speaking [v -POKE, POKEN, -ING, -S] 

OUTSPEED DEEOPSTU to go faster than [v OUTSPED, -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSPELL ELLOPSTU to surpass in spelling [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OUTSPELT ELOPSTTU OUTSPELL, to surpass in spelling [v] 

OUTSPEND DENOPSTU to exceed limits of in spending [v -NT, -ING, -S] 

OUTSPENT ENOPSTTU OUTSPEND, to exceed limits of in spending [v] 

OUTSPOKE EKOOPSTU OUTSPEAK, to outdo in speaking [v] 

OUTSTAND ADNOSTTU to endure beyond [v -TOOD, -ING, -S] 

OUTSTARE AEORSTTU to outface (to confront unflinchingly) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OUTSTART AORSTTTU to get ahead of at start [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSTATE AEOSTTTU to surpass in stating [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUTSTAYS AOSSTTUY OUTSTAY, to surpass in staying power [v] 

OUTSTEER EEORSTTU to surpass in steering [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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OUTSTEPS EOPSSTTU OUTSTEP, to step beyond [v] 

OUTSTOOD DOOOSTTU OUTSTAND, to endure beyond [v] 

OUTSTRIP IOPRSTTU to go faster or farther than [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

OUTSTUDY DOSTTUUY to surpass in studying [v -DIED, -ING, -DIES] 

OUTSTUNT NOSTTTUU to surpass in stunting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSULKS KLOSSTUU OUTSULK, to surpass in sulking [v] 

OUTSWARE AEORSTUW OUTSWEAR, to surpass in swearing [v] 

OUTSWEAR AEORSTUW to surpass in swearing [v -WARE, WORE, WORN, -ING, -S] 

OUTSWEEP EEOPSTUW to surpass in sweeping [v -WEPT, -ING, -S] 

OUTSWEPT EOPSTTUW OUTSWEEP, to surpass in sweeping [v] 

OUTSWIMS IMOSSTUW OUTSWIM, to swim faster or farther than [v] 

OUTSWING GINOSTUW to surpass in swinging [v -WUNG, -ING, -S] 

OUTSWORE EOORSTUW OUTSWEAR, to surpass in swearing [v] 

OUTSWORN NOORSTUW OUTSWEAR, to surpass in swearing [v] 

OUTSWUNG GNOSTUUW OUTSWING, to surpass in swinging [v] 

OUTTAKES AEKOSTTU OUTTAKE, passage outwards [n] 

OUTTALKS AKLOSTTU OUTTALK, to surpass in talking [v] 

OUTTASKS AKOSSTTU OUTTASK, to surpass in tasking [v] 

OUTTELLS ELLOSTTU OUTTELL, to say openly [v] 

OUTTHANK AHKNOTTU to surpass in thanking [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTTHINK HIKNOTTU to get better of by thinking [v -HOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

OUTTHREW EHORTTUW OUTTHROW, to throw farther or more accurately than [v] 

OUTTHROB BHOORTTU to surpass in throbbing [v -BBED, -BBING, -S] 

OUTTHROW HOORTTUW to throw farther or more accurately than [v -REW, -N, -ING, -S] 

OUTTOWER EOORTTUW to tower above [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTTRADE ADEORTTU to get better of in trade [v -D, -DING, -S] 

OUTTRICK CIKORTTU to get better of by trickery [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTTROTS OORSTTTU OUTTROT, to surpass in trotting [v] 

OUTTRUMP MOPRTTUU to outplay (to excel or defeat in game) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTTURNS NORSTTUU OUTTURN, quantity produced [n] 

OUTVALUE AELOTUUV to be worth more than [v -D, -UING, -S] 

OUTVAUNT ANOTTUUV to surpass in vaunting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTVOICE CEIOOTUV to surpass in loudness of voice [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OUTVOTED DEOOTTUV OUTVOTE, to defeat by majority of votes [v] 

OUTVOTES EOOSTTUV OUTVOTE, to defeat by majority of votes [v] 

OUTVYING GINOTUVY OUTVIE, to surpass in competition [v] 

OUTWAITS AIOSTTUW OUTWAIT, to exceed in patience [v] 

OUTWALKS AKLOSTUW OUTWALK, to surpass in walking [v] 

OUTWARDS ADORSTUW outward (toward outside) [adv] 

OUTWASTE AEOSTTUW to surpass in wasting [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUTWATCH ACHOTTUW to watch longer than [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTWEARS AEORSTUW OUTWEAR, to last longer than [v] 

OUTWEARY AEORTUWY to surpass in wearying [v -RIED, -ING, -RIES] 

OUTWEEPS EEOPSTUW OUTWEEP, to weep more than [v] 

OUTWEIGH EGHIOTUW to weigh more than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTWHIRL HILORTUW to surpass in whirling [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTWILED DEILOTUW OUTWILE, to surpass in wiling [v] 
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OUTWILES EILOSTUW OUTWILE, to surpass in wiling [v] 

OUTWILLS ILLOSTUW OUTWILL, to surpass in willpower [v] 

OUTWINDS DINOSTUW OUTWIND, to cause to be out of breath [v] 

OUTWORKS KOORSTUW OUTWORK, to work faster or better than [v] 

OUTWRITE EIORTTUW to write better than [v OUTWRIT, -TTEN, ROTE, -TING, -S] 

OUTWROTE EOORTTUW OUTWRITE, to write better than [v] 

OUTYELLS ELLOSTUY OUTYELL, to yell louder than [v] 

OUTYELPS ELOPSTUY OUTYELP, to surpass in yelping [v] 

OUTYIELD DEILOTUY to surpass in yield [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVALNESS AELNOSSV state of being oval [n -ES] 

OVARIOLE AEILOORV one of tubes of which ovaries of most insects are composed [n -S] 

OVARITIS AIIORSTV inflammation of ovary [n -TIDES] 

OVATIONS AINOOSTV OVATION, expression or demonstration of popular acclaim [n] 

OVENBIRD BDEINORV American songbird [n -S] 

OVENLIKE EEIKLNOV OVEN, enclosed compartment in which substances are heated [adj] 

OVENWARE AEENORVW heat-resistant dishes for baking and serving food [n -S] 

OVERABLE ABEELORV excessively able [adj] 

OVERACTS ACEORSTV OVERACT, to act with exaggeration [v] 

OVERAGED ADEEGORV too old to be useful [adj] 

OVERAGES AEEGORSV OVERAGE, amount in excess [n] 

OVERALLS AELLORSV OVERALL, loose outer garment [n] 

OVERARCH ACEHORRV to form arch over [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OVERARMS AEMORRSV OVERARM, to supply with excess of weaponry [v] 

OVERAWED ADEEORVW OVERAWE, to subdue by inspiring awe [v] 

OVERAWES AEEORSVW OVERAWE, to subdue by inspiring awe [v] 

OVERBAKE ABEEKORV to bake too long [v -D, -KING, -S] 

OVERBEAR ABEEORRV to bring down by superior weight or force [v -BORE, BORN, BORNE, -ING, -S] 

OVERBEAT ABEEORTV to beat too much [v -EN, -ING, -S] 

OVERBETS BEEORSTV OVERBET, to bet too much [v] 

OVERBIDS BDEIORSV OVERBID, to bid higher than [v] 

OVERBILL BEILLORV to bill too much [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERBITE BEEIORTV faulty closure of teeth [n -S] 

OVERBLEW BEELORVW OVERBLOW, to give excessive importance to [v] 

OVERBLOW BELOORVW to give excessive importance to [v -LEW, -N, -ING, -S] 

OVERBOIL BEILOORV to boil too long [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERBOLD BDELOORV excessively bold or forward [adj] 

OVERBOOK BEKOOORV to issue reservations in excess of space available [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERBOOT BEOOORTV boot worn over shoe or another boot [n -S] 

OVERBORE BEEOORRV OVERBEAR, to bring down by superior weight or force [v] 

OVERBORN BENOORRV OVERBEAR, to bring down by superior weight or force [v] 

OVERBRED BDEEORRV bred too finely or to excess [adj] / OVERBREED, to breed to excess [v] 

OVERBURN BENORRUV to burn too long [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OVERBUSY BEORSUVY too busy [adj] 

OVERBUYS BEORSUVY OVERBUY, to buy in quantities exceeding need or demand [v] 

OVERCALL ACELLORV to overbid (to bid higher than) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERCAME ACEEMORV OVERCOME, to get better of [v] 

OVERCAST ACEORSTV to become cloudy or dark [v OVERCAST, -ED, -ING, -S] 
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OVERCOAT ACEOORTV warm coat worn over indoor clothing [n -S] 

OVERCOLD CDELOORV too cold [adj] 

OVERCOME CEEMOORV to get better of [v -CAME, -MING, -S] 

OVERCOOK CEKOOORV to cook too long [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERCOOL CELOOORV to make too cool [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERCRAM ACEMORRV to stuff or cram to excess [v -MMED, -MMING, -S] 

OVERCROP CEOOPRRV to exhaust fertility of by cultivating to excess [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

OVERCURE CEEORRUV to cure too long [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OVERCUTS CEORSTUV OVERCUT, to cut too much [v] 

OVERDARE ADEEORRV to become too daring [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OVERDEAR ADEEORRV too dear; too costly [adj] 

OVERDECK CDEEKORV to adorn extravagantly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERDOER DEEOORRV one that overdoes (to do to excess) [n -S] 

OVERDOES DEEOORSV OVERDO, to do to excess [v] 

OVERDOGS DEGOORSV OVERDOG, one that is dominant or victorious [n] 

OVERDONE DEENOORV OVERDO, to do to excess [v] 

OVERDOSE DEEOORSV to give excessive dose to [v -D, -SING, -S] 

OVERDRAW ADEORRVW to draw checks on in excess of balance [v -REW, -N, -ING, -S] 

OVERDREW DEEORRVW OVERDRAW, to draw checks on in excess of balance [v] 

OVERDUBS BDEORSUV OVERDUB, to add sound to existing recording [v] 

OVERDYED DDEEORVY OVERDYE, to dye with too much color [v] 

OVERDYER DEEORRVY one that overdyes (to dye with too much color) [n -S] 

OVERDYES DEEORSVY OVERDYE, to dye with too much color [v] 

OVEREASY AEEORSVY too easy [adj] 

OVEREATS AEEORSTV OVEREAT, to eat to excess [v] 

OVEREDIT DEEIORTV to edit more than necessary [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERFAST AEFORSTV too fast [adj] 

OVERFEAR AEEFORRV to fear too much [v -ED, -ING, -S 

OVERFEED DEEEFORV to feed too much [v OVERFED, -ING, -S] 

OVERFILL EFILLORV to fill to overflowing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERFINE EEFINORV excessively fine or particular [adj] 

OVERFISH EFHIORSV to deplete supply of fish in area by fishing to excess [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OVERFLEW EEFLORVW OVERFLY, to fly over [v] 

OVERFLOW EFLOORVW to flow over top of [v -LEW, -N, -ING, -S] 

OVERFOND DEFNOORV too fond or affectionate [adj] 

OVERFOUL EFLOORUV too foul [adj] 

OVERFREE EEEFORRV too free [adj] 

OVERFULL EFLLORUV too full [adj] 

OVERFUND DEFNORUV to fund more than required [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERGILD DEGILORV to gild over [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OVERGILT EGILORTV OVERGILD, to gild over [v] 

OVERGIRD DEGIORRV to gird to excess [v -ED, -RT, -ING, -S] 

OVERGIRT EGIORRTV OVERGIRD, to gird to excess [v] 

OVERGLAD ADEGLORV too glad [adj] 

OVERGOAD ADEGOORV to goad too much [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERGREW EEGORRVW OVERGROW, to grow over [v] 

OVERGROW EGOORRVW to grow over [v -REW, -N, -ING, -S] 
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OVERHAND ADEHNORV to sew with short, vertical stitches [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERHANG AEGHNORV to hang or project over [v -HUNG, -ING, -S] 

OVERHARD ADEHORRV too hard [adj] 

OVERHATE AEEHORTV to hate to excess [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OVERHAUL AEHLORUV to examine carefully for needed repairs [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERHEAD ADEEHORV general cost of running business [n -S] 

OVERHEAP AEEHOPRV to heap up or accumulate to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERHEAR AEEHORRV to hear without speaker's knowledge or intention [v -D, -ING, -S] 

OVERHEAT AEEHORTV to heat to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERHELD DEEHLORV OVERHOLD, to rate too highly [v] 

OVERHIGH EGHHIORV too high [adj] 

OVERHOLD DEHLOORV to rate too highly [v -HELD, -ING, -S] 

OVERHOLY EHLOORVY too holy [adj] 

OVERHOPE EEHOOPRV to hope exceedingly [v -D, -PING, -S] 

OVERHUNG EGHNORUV OVERHANG, to hang or project over [v] 

OVERHUNT EHNORTUV to deplete supply of game in area by hunting to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERHYPE EEHOPRVY to hype to excess [v -D, -PING, -S] 

OVERIDLE DEEILORV too idle [adj] 

OVERJOYS EJOORSVY OVERJOY, to fill with great joy [v] 

OVERJUST EJORSTUV too just [adj] 

OVERKEEN EEEKNORV too keen [adj] 

OVERKILL EIKLLORV to destroy with more nuclear force than required [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERKIND DEIKNORV too kind [adj] 

OVERLADE ADEELORV to load with too great burden [v -D, -N, -DING, -S] 

OVERLAID ADEILORV OVERLAY, OVERLIE, to lie over [v] 

OVERLAIN AEILNORV OVERLIE, to lie over [v] 

OVERLAND ADELNORV train or stagecoach that travels over land [n -S] 

OVERLAPS AELOPRSV OVERLAP, to extend over and cover part of [v] 

OVERLATE AEELORTV too late [adj] 

OVERLAYS AELORSVY OVERLAY, OVERLIE, to lie over [v] 

OVERLEAF AEEFLORV on other side of page [adv] 

OVERLEAP AEELOPRV to leap over [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OVERLEND DEELNORV to lend too much [v -NT, -ING, -S] 

OVERLENT EELNORTV OVERLEND, to lend too much [v] 

OVERLETS EELORSTV OVERLET, to let to excess [v] 

OVERLEWD DEELORVW too lewd [adj] 

OVERLIES EEILORSV OVERLIE, to lie over [v] 

OVERLIVE EEILORVV to outlive (to live longer than) [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OVERLOAD ADELOORV to load to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERLONG EGLNOORV too long [adj] 

OVERLOOK EKLOOORV to fail to notice [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERLORD DELOORRV to rule tyrannically [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERLOUD DELOORUV too loud [adj] 

OVERLOVE EELOORVV to love to excess [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OVERLUSH EHLORSUV excessively lush [adj] 

OVERMANS AEMNORSV OVERMAN, to provide with more men than are needed [v] 

OVERMANY AEMNORVY too many [adj] 
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OVERMEEK EEEKMORV excessively meek [adj] 

OVERMELT EELMORTV to melt too much [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERMILD DEILMORV too mild [adj] 

OVERMILK EIKLMORV to milk to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERMINE EEIMNORV to mine to excess [v -D, -NING, -S] 

OVERMUCH CEHMORUV excess [n -ES] 

OVERNEAR AEENORRV too near [adj] 

OVERNEAT AEENORTV too neat [adj] 

OVERNICE CEEINORV excessively nice [adj] 

OVERPACK ACEKOPRV to pack to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERPAID ADEIOPRV OVERPAY, to pay too much [v] 

OVERPASS AEOPRSSV to pass over [v -ED, -T, -ING, -ES] 

OVERPAST AEOPRSTV OVERPASS, to pass over [v] 

OVERPAYS AEOPRSVY OVERPAY, to pay too much [v] 

OVERPERT EEOPRRTV too pert [adj] 

OVERPLAN AELNOPRV to plan to excess [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

OVERPLAY AELOPRVY to exaggerate [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERPLOT ELOOPRTV to devise overly complex plot for [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

OVERPLUS ELOPRSUV surplus [n -ES] 

OVERPUMP EMOPPRUV to pump to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERRANK AEKNORRV too luxuriant in growth [adj] 

OVERRASH AEHORRSV too rash [adj] 

OVERRATE AEEORRTV to rate too highly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OVERRICH CEHIORRV too rich [adj] 

OVERRIDE DEEIORRV to ride over [v -RODE, -DDEN, -DING, -S] 

OVERRIFE EEFIORRV too rife [adj] 

OVERRIPE EEIOPRRV too ripe [adj] 

OVERRODE DEEOORRV OVERRIDE, to ride over [v] 

OVERRUDE DEEORRUV excessively rude [adj] 

OVERRUFF EFFORRUV to trump with higher trump card than has already been played [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERRULE EELORRUV to disallow arguments of [v -D, -LING, -S] 

OVERRUNS ENORRSUV OVERRUN, to spread or swarm over [v] 

OVERSALE AEELORSV act of overselling (to sell more of than can be delivered) [n -S] 

OVERSALT AELORSTV to salt to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERSAVE AEEORSVV to save too much [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OVERSEAS AEEORSSV beyond or across sea [adv] 

OVERSEED DEEEORSV to seed to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERSEEN EEENORSV OVERSEE, to watch over and direct [v] 

OVERSEER EEEORRSV one that oversees (to watch over and direct) [n -S] 

OVERSEES EEEORSSV OVERSEE, to watch over and direct [v] 

OVERSELL EELLORSV to sell more of than can be delivered [v -SOLD, -ING, -S] 

OVERSETS EEORSSTV OVERSET, to turn or tip over [v] 

OVERSEWN EENORSVW OVERSEW, to overhand (to sew with short, vertical stitches) [v] 

OVERSEWS EEORSSVW OVERSEW, to overhand (to sew with short, vertical stitches) [v] 

OVERSHOE EEHOORSV protective outer shoe [n -S] 

OVERSHOT EHOORSTV OVERSHOOT, to shoot excessively [v] / type of fabric weave [n -S] 

OVERSICK CEIKORSV too sick [adj] 
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OVERSIDE DEEIORSV other side of phonograph record [n -S] 

OVERSIZE EEIORSVZ unusually large size [n -S] 

OVERSLIP EILOPRSV to leave out [v -PPED, -T, -PPING, -S] 

OVERSLOW ELOORSVW too slow [adj] 

OVERSOAK AEKOORSV to soak too much [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERSOFT EFOORSTV too soft [adj] 

OVERSOLD DELOORSV OVERSELL, to sell more of than can be delivered [v] 

OVERSOON ENOOORSV too soon [adv] 

OVERSOUL ELOORSUV supreme reality or mind in transcendentalism [n -S] 

OVERSPIN EINOPRSV forward spin imparted to ball [n -S] 

OVERSTAY AEORSTVY to stay beyond limits or duration of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERSTEP EEOPRSTV to go beyond [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

OVERSTIR EIORRSTV to stir too much [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

OVERSUDS DEORSSUV to form excessive amount of suds [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OVERSUPS EOPRSSUV OVERSUP, to sup to excess [v] 

OVERSURE EEORRSUV too sure [adj] 

OVERTAKE AEEKORTV to catch up with [v -TOOK, -N, -ING, -S] 

OVERTALK AEKLORTV to talk to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERTAME AEEMORTV too tame [adj] 

OVERTART AEORRTTV too tart [adj] 

OVERTASK AEKORSTV to task too severely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERTHIN EHINORTV to thin excessively [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

OVERTIME EEIMORTV to exceed desired timing for [v -D, -MING, -S] 

OVERTIPS EIOPRSTV OVERTIP, to tip more than what is customary [v] 

OVERTIRE EEIORRTV to tire excessively [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OVERTOIL EILOORTV to wear out or exhaust by excessive toil [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERTONE EENOORTV higher partial tone [n -S] 

OVERTOOK EKOOORTV OVERTAKE, to catch up with [v] 

OVERTOPS EOOPRSTV OVERTOP, to rise above top of [v] 

OVERTRIM EIMORRTV to trim too much [v -MMED, -MMING, -S] 

OVERTURE EEORRTUV to propose (to put forward for consideration or acceptance) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OVERTURN ENORRTUV to turn over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERURGE EEGORRUV to urge too much [v -D, -GING, -S] 

OVERUSED DEEORSUV OVERUSE, to use too much [v] 

OVERUSES EEORSSUV OVERUSE, to use too much [v] 

OVERVIEW EEIORVVW summary (short restatement) [n -S] 

OVERVOTE EEOORTVV to defeat by majority of votes [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OVERWARM AEMORRVW to warm too much [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERWARY AEORRVWY too wary [adj] 

OVERWEAK AEEKORVW too weak [adj] 

OVERWEAR AEEORRVW to wear out [v -WORE, -WORN, -ING, -S] 

OVERWEEN EEENORVW to be arrogant [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERWETS EEORSTVW OVERWET, to wet too much [v] 

OVERWIDE DEEIORVW too wide [adj] 

OVERWILY EILORVWY too wily [adj] 

OVERWIND DEINORVW to wind too much, as watch [v -ED, -WOUND, -ING, -S] 

OVERWISE EEIORSVW too wise [adj] 
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OVERWORD DEOORRVW word or phrase repeated at intervals in song [n -S] 

OVERWORE EEOORRVW OVERWEAR, to wear out [v] 

OVERWORK EKOORRVW to cause to work too hard [v -ED, -WROUGHT, -ING, -S] 

OVERWORN ENOORRVW OVERWEAR, to wear out [v] 

OVERZEAL AEELORVZ excess of zeal [n -S] 

OVICIDAL ACDIILOV OVICIDE, agent that kills eggs [adj] 

OVICIDES CDEIIOSV OVICIDE, agent that kills eggs [n] 

OVIDUCAL ACDILOUV OVIDUCT, tube through which ova travel from ovary [adj] 

OVIDUCTS CDIOSTUV OVIDUCT, tube through which ova travel from ovary [n] 

OVIPOSIT IIOOPSTV to lay eggs [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVOIDALS ADILOOSV OVOIDAL, ovoid (egg-shaped body) [n] 

OVULATED ADELOTUV OVULATE, to produce ova [v] 

OVULATES AELOSTUV OVULATE, to produce ova [v] 

OWLERIES EEILORSW OWLERY, place that owls inhabit [n] 

OWLISHLY HILLOSWY OWLISH, resembling owl (nocturnal bird) [adv] 

OXALATED AADELOTX OXALATE, to treat with oxalate (chemical salt) [v] 

OXALATES AAELOSTX OXALATE, to treat with oxalate (chemical salt) [v] 

OXALISES AEILOSSX OXALIS, flowering plant [n] 

OXAZEPAM AAEMOPXZ tranquilizing drug [n -S] 

OXAZINES AEINOSXZ OXAZINE, chemical compound [n] 

OXAZOLES AELOOSXZ OXAZOLE, liquid chemical compound [n] 

OXBLOODS BDLOOOSX OXBLOOD, deep red color [n] 

OXHEARTS AEHORSTX OXHEART, variety of sweet cherry [n] 

OXIDABLE ABDEILOX capable of being oxidized [adj] 

OXIDANTS ADINOSTX OXIDANT, oxidizing agent [n] 

OXIDASES ADEIOSSX OXIDASE, oxidizing enzyme [n] 

OXIDASIC ACDIIOSX OXIDASE, oxidizing enzyme [adj] 

OXIDATED ADDEIOTX OXIDATE, to oxidize (to combine with oxygen) [v] 

OXIDATES ADEIOSTX OXIDATE, to oxidize (to combine with oxygen) [v] 

OXIDISED DDEIIOSX OXIDISE, to oxidize (to combine with oxygen) [v] 

OXIDISER DEIIORSX oxidizer (oxidant (oxidizing agent)) [n -S] 

OXIDISES DEIIOSSX OXIDISE, to oxidize (to combine with oxygen) [v] 

OXIDIZED DDEIIOXZ OXIDIZE, to combine with oxygen [v] 

OXIDIZER DEIIORXZ oxidant (oxidizing agent) [n -S] 

OXIDIZES DEIIOSXZ OXIDIZE, to combine with oxygen [v] 

OXIMETER EEIMORTX instrument for measuring amount of oxygen in blood [n -S] 

OXIMETRY EIMORTXY use of oximeter (instrument for measuring amount of oxygen in blood) [n -RIES] 

OXPECKER CEEKOPRX African bird [n -S] 

OXTONGUE EGNOOTUX European herb [n -S] 

OXYACIDS ACDIOSXY OXYACID, acid that contains oxygen [n] 

OXYGENIC CEGINOXY OXYGEN, gaseous element [adj] 

OXYMORON MNOOORXY combination of contradictory or incongruous words [n -RA, -S] 

OXYPHILE EHILOPXY organism that thrives in relatively acid environment [n -S] 

OXYPHILS HILOPSXY OXYPHIL, oxyphile (organism that thrives in relatively acid environment) [n] 

OXYSALTS ALOSSTXY OXYSALT, salt of oxyacid [n] 

OXYSOMES EMOOSSXY OXYSOME, structural unit of cellular cristae [n] 

OXYTOCIC CCIOOTXY drug that hastens process of childbirth [n -S] 
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OXYTOCIN CINOOTXY pituitary hormone [n -S] 

OXYTONES ENOOSTXY OXYTONE, word having heavy stress on last syllable [n] 

OXYTROPE EOOPRTXY flowering plant [n -S] 

OYSTERED DEEORSTY OYSTER, to gather oysters (edible mollusks) [v] 

OYSTERER EEORRSTY one that gathers or sells oysters [n -S] 

OZONATED ADENOOTZ OZONATE, to treat or combine with ozone [v] 

OZONATES AENOOSTZ OZONATE, to treat or combine with ozone [v] 

OZONIDES DEINOOSZ OZONIDE, compound of ozone [n] 

OZONISED DEINOOSZ OZONISE, to ozonize (to convert into ozone) [v] 

OZONISER EINOORSZ producer of ozone [n -S] 

OZONISES EINOOSSZ OZONISE, to ozonize (to convert into ozone) [v] 

OZONIZED DEINOOZZ OZONIZE, to convert into ozone [v] 

OZONIZER EINOORZZ device for converting oxygen into ozone [n -S] 

OZONIZES EINOOSZZ OZONIZE, to convert into ozone [v] 
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